ROYERSFORD R2000 SERIES BEARING UNITS
Service InstruĐƟŽŶƐ – All ShĂŌ Sizes
IMPORTANT – READ CAREFULLY
ŽƌƌĞĐƚ selecƟŽn ĨŽƌ reliability requires that all ůŽads, speeds, alignment, mŽƵŶƟngs, ŽperĂƟng cŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ and maintenance be prŽperly
ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞred. ,ŽƵƐing sŚŽƵůĚ ŶŽƚ be used under tensŝŽn lŽĂĚs witŚŽƵƚ adequate safeguards. PillŽw BlŽĐŬs are best suited tŽ be used with radial
lŽĂĚs passing thrŽugh the base ƉĂƌƟcularly when heavy Žr shŽcŬ lŽĂĚs are ĞŶĐŽuntered. When the ůŽĂd line falls ŽƵtside the base, fastener and
ŚŽƵƐŝŶŐ deŇeĐƟŽŶ Žr failure may Žccur. These cŽŶĚŝƟŽŶs require designs using ƉƌŽƉer engineering principles applied tŽ materials, fasteners,
ŵŽƵŶƟng, etc. with adequate safety ĨĂĐƚŽrs.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
NON-EXPANSION UNITS
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Clean ƐŚĂŌ and ďŽƌe Žf the bearing. The ƐŚĂŌ sŚŽƵůĚ be
straight, free Žf ŶŝĐŬƐ and burrs, and Žf the cŽrrect size.
Burrs may be remŽǀĞd using emery clŽth Žr ĮŶe Įle.
Lubricate ƐŚĂŌ and bearing ďŽre with grease Žr Žŝů tŽ
facilitate assembly. Slip bearing(s) intŽ ƉŽsiƟŽŶ͘ When light
press Įt is required, press against the end Žf the inner ring.
DŽ ŶŽƚ ƐƚƌŝŬĞ Žr exert pressure Žn the ŚŽƵƐŝŶŐ Žr seals.
BŽlt bearing tŽ suƉƉŽƌƚ͕ using shims if necessary ƐŽ inner
ring Žf bearing dŽes ŶŽƚ rub Žn seal carrier.
Determine ĮŶĂl shĂŌ ƉŽƐŝƟŽŶ and Ɵghten set screws in the
ůŽcŬ cŽůůar(s) tŽ reĐŽŵŵĞŶĚed ƚŽrque in ŽŶĞ bearing Žnly.
ZŽƚĂƚe the ƐŚĂŌ ƐůŽǁůy under lŽĂĚ, if ƉŽƐƐŝďůe, tŽ prŽƉerly
center the rŽlling elements. Then Ɵghten the remaining set
screws in the ůŽcŬing ĐŽllars Žf the remaining bearing(s) tŽ
recŽmmended tŽrque.
ŚĞĐŬ ƐŚĂŌ rŽƚĂƟŽn ĂŌer each bearing is Ɵghtened. If there
is any strain, irregular rŽƚĂƟŽŶal ƚŽƌƋƵĞ Žr vibƌĂƟŽŶ͕ it ĐŽƵld
be due tŽ incŽrrect alignment, bent ƐŚĂŌ Žr bent suppŽrts.
InstallaƟŽn sŚŽƵůĚ be rechecŬed and cŽrrecƟŽŶs made
where necessary.

EXPANSION UNITS
1, 2 & 3 Same as NŽn-ExpansŝŽŶ Units.
4. PŽsiƟŽŶ the expaŶƐŝŽŶ bearing in the ŚŽƵƐŝŶŐ as ĨŽůůŽws: &Žr
ŶŽƌŵĂů expaŶƐŝŽŶ ĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ͘ The bearing insert sŚŽƵůĚ be
in the center Žf the ŚŽƵƐing. TŽ acĐŽmplish this, mŽve
bearing insert tŽ its extreme ƉŽƐŝƟŽn, marŬ shĂŌ, then mŽve
bearing insert ½ Žf tŽtal expaŶƐŝŽŶ capacity.
5. Same as NŽn-ExpansŝŽŶ Units.
NOTE: All expaŶƐŝŽŶ units have .100” capacity.

FIELD CONVERSION OF NON-EXPANSION BEARING INTO
AN EXPANSION BEARING
In all bearing sizes, the ŶŽŶ-expansiŽn bearing can be
ĐŽŶǀerted intŽ an expaŶƐŝŽŶ bearing by perfŽrming the ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶg
steps.
1. RemŽve snap ring frŽŵ side ŽƉƉŽsite ĐŽllar.
2. Press (DO NOT HAMMER) Žn inner ring Žn ĐŽllar side Žf
bearing ƵŶƟl unit ďŽƩŽms (insert will mŽve .100”)
3. Install bearing per ExpansŝŽŶ Unit InstrucƟŽŶƐ.

LUBRICATION INSTRUCTIONS
This bearing is ĨĂĐƚŽry lubricated with EŽ͘ 2
ĐŽŶƐŝƐƚĞŶĐǇ lithium based grease which is suitable ĨŽƌ mŽst
applicĂƟŽŶƐ. Extra ƉƌŽƚĞĐƟŽŶ may be required if the bearing is
subjected tŽ excessive ŵŽisture, dust Žr cŽrrŽsive vapŽr. In these
cases, the bearing sŚŽƵůĚ ĐŽŶtain as much grease as speed will
permit (a full bearing with slight leaŬage thrŽugh the seals is the
best prŽƚecƟŽŶ against cŽŶtaminant entry).
In extremely dirty ĞŶǀŝƌŽnments, the bearing sŚŽƵůĚ be
purged daily tŽ ŇƵƐh ŽƵƚ cŽŶtaminants. &Žr added prŽtĞĐƟŽŶ͕ it is
advisable tŽ shrŽud the bearing frŽm falling material.
HIGH SPEED OPERATION
At higher ŽƉerĂƟŶg speeds, tŽŽ much grease may
cause ŽverheĂƟng. In these cases, the ĂŵŽƵŶƚ Žf lubriĐĂƟŽn can
ŽŶůy be determined by experience. If excess grease causes
ŽverheĂƟng, remŽve the grease Įƫng and run ĨŽƌ ten minutes.
This will alůŽw the excess grease tŽ escape. Wipe Žī the excess
grease and reinstall the grease ĮƫŶg.
In higher speed applicĂƟŽŶƐ, a small ĂŵŽƵŶƚ Žf grease
at frequent intervals is preferable tŽ a large ĂŵŽƵŶƚ Žf grease at
infrequent intervals. The prŽper ǀŽůƵŵĞ and interval can best be
determined by experience.
AVERAGE OPERATION
The ĨŽůůŽǁŝŶg table is a general guide ĨŽƌ nŽrmal
ŽƉerĂƟŶŐ ĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ͘ ^Žŵe situaƟŽns may require a change in
lubricĂƟng ƉĞƌŝŽĚƐ as dictated by experience. If the bearing is
ĞǆƉŽƐĞĚ tŽ unusual ŽƉerĂƟŶŐ ĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ͕ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚ a reputable
grease manufacturer.
Lubrication Guide
Read Preceding Paragraphs Before Establishing a Lubrication Schedule
Suggested Lubrication Period in Weeks
Hours
run
per day

1 to
250
rpm

8
16
24

12
12
10

Shaft Size
(inches)
XSWR

251 to 501 to 751 to 1001 to 1501 to 2001 to 2501 to
500
750
1000
1500 2000 2500 3000
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
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12
7
5
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5
3

7
4
2

5
2
1

4
2
1

3
2
1

2
1
1

Tightening Torque for Set Screws
Set Screw
Torque
Permissable Axial
Size
(in.-lbs.)
Load (lbs.)
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WARNING – PŽssible danger exists tŽ prŽƉerty Žr perƐŽn(s) frŽm accidents with imprŽƉer use Žf prŽĚƵĐts. ŽƌƌĞĐƚ prŽĐĞĚures must be
ĨŽůůŽwed in the design and use Žf equipment inĐŽrpŽraƟng these ƉƌŽĚƵĐts. This includes, but is ŶŽƚ limited tŽ͕ installaƟŽŶ, maintenance and
ŽƉerĂƟŽŶĂů ƉƌŽĐedures, based Žn generally accepted engineering principles. InstrucƟŽŶs must be ĨŽůůŽwed and inspecƟŽŶƐ made as required tŽ
assure safe ŽƉerĂƟŽn under prevailing ĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ͘ ^Žme installaƟŽŶs may require suitable safety devices and guards as specŝĮed in applicable
safety ĐŽĚĞƐ͖ this is the ƐŽůe resƉŽŶsibility Žf the equipment builder and user. Guards and safety devices are neither prŽvided by ZŽyersfŽrd, nŽr
the reƐƉŽŶƐibility Žf ZŽyersfŽrd.

